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The plasma levitation of droplets
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We show how to levitate a liquid droplet above a plasma. Submitting a conductive droplet to a
voltage larger than 50 V, we get a levitation regime that looks like the one obtained with the
well-known thermal Leidenfrost effect, except that light is emitted from beneath the droplet.
Spectroscopic analysis shows that this light is emitted by a cold and dense plasma and also that
lines coming from the cathode plate material are present revealing a local cathodic sputtering
effect. We examine the conditions for the levitation to occur and show that the levitation is
essentially of thermal origin. Assuming a stationary heat transfer, we present a model that accounts
well for the observed levitation conditions. In particular, stable levitation is shown to be possible
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4926964]
for thin cathode plates only. V
It is well known that when a droplet is deposited on a
sufficiently hot plate it can levitate above the plate. This
levitation requires a plate temperature above the so-call
Leidenfrost temperature, which is typically 280 ! C for a
water droplet.1 The mechanism is quite well understood:
liquid vaporization at the droplet lower interface produces
vapor that flows beneath the droplet, and induces a pressure
elevation that lift up the droplet.2,3 This calefaction phenomenon, also referred as Leidenfrost effect, has been extensively studied (see Ref. 1 for a review) More recently,
original examples have been published in which a magnetic
effect4 or electric effect5 have been added on top of the calefaction process to control and act upon the levitation.
Here, we report on the possibility to achieve levitation
of millimetric water droplets by applying a voltage above
50 V on it with a mean current of 50 mA, over thin conductive plates. Indeed, as soon as the electric current crosses the
droplet, electric arcs between the droplet lower interface and
the metallic plate are formed, leading to cathodic sputtering
and the formation of a cold plasma. The arcs region is surrounded by a vapor layer which is formed because of the
Joule dissipation mainly localized in this gap, which in turn
ensures a sufficient steam flow to maintain levitation.
Finally, we will show that increasing the thickness of the
plate lowers the surface temperature and hence yields to the
wetting of the drop by promoting condensation of the steam.
The experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 1. A
conductive droplet (2.0 mol l"1 HCl aqueous solution) is
pinned at the tip of a stainless steel needle (inner diameter:
1.3 mm) and fed by a syringe pump. Initially, the needle is
located l ¼ 4 mm above a metallic plate (stainless steel or
copper) of thickness h ¼ 0.1 mm, 1 mm, or 10 mm.
By means of a high-speed stabilized voltage generator,
we impose a positive potential drop between the needle
(anode) and the plate (cathode). The actual voltage U and
current I through the droplet are recorded thanks to a 4-wire
measurement device.
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The general protocol is the following: First, a droplet is
produced and suspended at the tip of the anode. Then, a voltage difference U is imposed between the needle and the cathode plate. No current flows since the drop is too far from the
cathode (open circuit). Finally, the droplet is moved down
closer to the bottom plate until electrical contact is triggered.
For low voltage (U < 50 V), the droplet wets the plate as
soon as it touches it, so that it closes the electric circuit. Gas
bubbles are produced at a high rate (foam like) with a current
intensity of the order of 1 A, consequently the droplet vanishes quickly ($10 s, mainly by Joule heating) and no levitation is observed.
Restarting with another drop but increasing the voltage
above 50 V yields to a severe increase of the droplet lifetime.
In this regime, the current fluctuates around 50 mA and the
phenomenon can last for a few minutes provided that the
drop is continuously fed and also that the plate is thin
enough. Moreover, blue light is emitted beneath the droplet

FIG. 1. Sketch of a typical electrolytic setup implemented for levitation.
The electrolyte is a water-HCl droplet suspended to the tip of a needle. A
metal plate is used as cathode. When the electric circuit is closed, oxygen is
produced at the anode; while hydrogen is produced at the base of the drop.
The plasma is localised in the vicinity of the lower interface.
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interface from a very thin layer (estimated from close snapshots to be of the order of e % 50 lm, see Fig. 2). In the present study, water electrolysis produces H2 vapor at the
cathode, and O2 vapor at the anode whose total mass-rate
m_ elec is proportional to the electrical current I in the cell:
IMH2 O
m_ elec ¼ 2F
, where MH2 O stands for the molar mass of water
and F is the Faraday’s constant.
To estimate the part of electrolysis in the drop lifetime,
a dedicated experiment shown in Fig. 3 has been implemented with a non-fueled drop. The mean current is of the
order of 50 mA. The corresponding electrolysis mass rate
m_ elec ¼ 4:7 & 10"9 kg s"1 is much smaller than the measured
mass reduction rate for the non-fueled drop: m_ exp % 3
&10"7 kg s"1 , suggesting clearly that the electrolytic process
is not responsible for the observed vanishing rate.
Thermocouples (K type, 250 lm in size) inserted into
the levitating drop reveal that the internal temperature of the
drop reaches Tsat % 100 ! C within a few seconds. Besides,
long-term levitation is observed only for thinner cathode

plate (h ' 0.1 mm), for which the plate temperatures lie
between 100 and 150 ! C. For thicker plates, the levitation
time is very short or even not possible for the 10 mm cathode. In both cases, the temperature of the plate remains
below 100 ! C, suggesting a highly likely thermal origin of
the observed levitation, as will be shown further.
Optical emission spectroscopy has been implemented to
characterize the light emitted from the droplet base and in
turn get more information on the nature of the plasma (composition, electron density). In order to control the influence
of the surrounding atmosphere on plasma generation, the
whole system has been enclosed in an air-tight chamber
equipped with quartz viewports. Experiments were carried
out with a chamber filled with either argon, helium, or
nitrogen at P % 1 atm. The plasma layer between the drop
and cathode was imaged on the entrance slit (100 lm
width) of a 1 m focal length monochromator (Jobin-Yvon,
HR1000), equipped with a 1200 groves/mm grating. Spectra
were acquired with a 1600 & 400 pixel, 16 lm pitch charge
coupled device (CCD) camera. Regardless of the plasmogen
gas used, the Ha line at 656.28 nm as well as the O triplet at
777 nm is always present in recorded spectra (see Fig. 4) but
the Hb line at 486.13 nm could not be observed. Besides,
with argon used as ambient gas, its 750.39 and 751.46 nm
lines clearly show up in the recorded spectra. But none of the
Helium and N lines, or of N2 molecular bands are present in
spectra recorded with these gases. Characteristic emission of
OH radical around 300 nm and lines coming from the liquid
(Cl or S in the case of using H2SO4 instead of hydrochloric
acid) were also missing, whatever the surrounding gas. The
absence of N2 bands makes impossible to determine the gas
temperature from the rotational structure of the band.6 Using
Copper as cathode material, its resonance 324.75 and
327.40 nm lines as well as 510.55 and 578.21 nm lines are
emitted by the plasma beneath the drop. In Fig. 4, the former
two lines are seen in the second diffraction order of the grating. With stainless steal cathodes, many Iron, Chromium,
and Nickel lines appear in the spectra revealing cathode sputtering by arcing phenomenon between the droplet and the
cathode material.
As for the line shape, the Gaussian and Lorentzian parts
of a profile are linked to the Doppler þ instrumental widths

FIG. 3. Volume decrease as a function of time for a non-fueled drop
(suspended to a metallic fiber) in the plasma levitation regime with 50 mA
current. Volume is calculated from image processing.

FIG. 4. Recorded profile of the Ha line under an helium atmosphere with
copper cathode. The sum of two Lorentzians (blue and green) results in the
red curve that fits the experimental data (black).

FIG. 2. Top: Color snapshot of a “levitating” droplet in the plasma regime.
U ¼ 57.5 V, I % 50 mA, aqueous HCl solution (c ¼ 2.0 mol l"1). The green
color from the droplet comes from the chloride reduction (2Cl" ! Cl2
þ2e" ). The thin plasma layer beneath the droplet emits the blue light. Red
curve: fit of the drop contour11 yielding to geometric parameters for the
model. Bottom: detail of the plasma region of thickness estimated as
e % 50 lm.
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and pressure þ Starks widths, respectively.7 In Fig. 4, the
extended wings of the Ha line indicate that the pressure
and/or Stark broadenings, who lead to Lorentzian profiles,
are dominating the line shapes. Moreover, it is obvious
that the profile cannot be reproduced with a single
Lorentzian or Voigt profile and as shown in this figure the
best fit is obtained by the sum of two Voigt, whose FullWidth at Half Maximum (FWHM) are Dkm ¼ 0.24 and
2.57 nm, respectively.
These measured Dkm of Ha line are much larger than
the instrumental spectral width (DkI % 0.075 nm at 656 nm),
deduced from the width of Cu lines in Fig. 4. The Doppler
width of Ha line (%0.01 nm at Tg ¼ 400 K (Ref. 6)) is much
smaller than DkI and can be neglected. Also, applying the
method described in Ref. 8, the pressure broadening in argon, the gas for which it is the most important, can be
deduced from the relation DkP ¼ 4.7/T0.7 nm, whose value
at Tg ¼ 400 K is DkP ¼ 0.07 nm. Applying relations given in
Ref. 7 linking different widths, the deduced Stark widths of
the narrow, and broad components of the profile presented
in Fig. 4 are DkS ¼ 0.13 and 2.5 nm, respectively. Applying
relation in Table 4 of Ref. 9, the estimated electron densities are ne ¼ 3.9 & 1021 and 4 & 1023 m"3 for the corresponding narrow and broad components of the Ha line in
Fig. 4. It should be noted that these values vary from
one cathode material or liquid to another and are only indicative of the orders of magnitude. The origin of two components in the Ha line is still unclear and probably stems from
two distinct regions in the plasma layer or two plasma
regimes.
Based on the above estimated electron density and
nature of the plasma, we can now estimate the plasma conductivity and thereby present a simple model in good agreement with measurements made for the generic drop of Fig. 2
for different cathode thickness.
In the following, we will neglect both the drop electrical
resistance (10 X) which is negligible compared with the
vapor layer resistance (and the chemical power needed for
electrolysis which is less than 100 mW).
Thus, the total supplied electric power (of about 2.5 W)
is dissipated on the one hand by Joule effect in the vapor
film acting as a volume heat source of power P Joule , and by
the ion bombardment P Bomb heating up the cathode surface
on the other hand, so that P Elec ¼ P Joule þ P Bomb :
For a plasma of arcs of electrical resistivity qp and thickness e, one can write: P Joule ¼ U 2 !S=qp e, where ! is a free
parameter of the model and represents the cross-section of
arcs compared with the total surface area S of the drop base.
For plasmas of nature and densities comparable with the
above measured one, we estimate qp % 10"3 X m.10 Fitting
the drop contour with computed interface (using the method
described in Ref. 11—see Fig. 2) that balances gravity
against capillary force, it yields to an accurate measurement
of geometrical properties of the drop (total volume, contact
angle at the needle, and base area S).
The Joule power acts as a source term in the heat budget
in the vapor thermal equilibrium. Introducing the Peclet
ve
number Pe ¼ qm_ SD
, where m_ v , qv, and D stand for the vapor
v
mass rate, density, and thermal diffusivity, respectively, in
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order to take the vertical vapor flow into account, and solving the heat equation averaged over time leads to vapor temperature profile Tv(z) and consequently to the heat
transferred to the drop P d , and to the cathode P c .12 It yields
to
P d ¼ fd ðPeÞP Joule þ gd ðPeÞ

kv S
ðTc " Td Þ;
e

(1)

Pe
with fd ðPeÞ % expð" Pe
6 Þ=2: and gd ðPeÞ % expð" 3 Þ:

P c ¼ fc ðPeÞP Joule " gc ðPeÞ

kv S
ðTc " Td Þ;
e

(2)

2

Pe
2
with fc ðPeÞ ¼ 12 " Pe
720 þ oðPe Þ and gc ðPeÞ % 1 þ 6 : At
z ¼ 0, the cathode is warmed up by ion bombardment and by
the conductive transfer from the vapor layer. It acts like a
cylindrical fin, so that the heat is spread radially prior to
being transferred to the environment. The cathode temperature elevation can be estimated by

kc hðTc " T0 Þ $ P c þ P bomb ;

(3)

where kc and h are the cathode thermal conductivity and
thickness and T0 is the room temperature. At z ¼ e (droplet
interface), conductive heat transfer to the drop forces evaporation at a rate m_ v ¼ PLd ; with L the latent heat of water,
yielding to the vapor layer thickness e.
Heat dissipated (due to Joule effect or ion bombardment) is transferred to the drop, to the environment, or to the
vapor itself. The thermal resistance between cathode and the
drop e/[gd(Pe)kvS] is much larger than the thermal resistance
between the cathode and the environment (1/kch) (in the least
unfavorable case, i.e., h ¼ 100 lm one order of magnitude
larger). Consequently, at most 10% of the heat supplied
directly to the plate contributes to the evaporation process.
This is an insufficient contribution and this cannot lead to
levitation. On the contrary, dissipation in the vapor layer is
in large proportion (fc(Pe)) transferred to the drop. Hence,
we will consider that the power is dissipated by Joule effect
solely.
After numerical resolution with the parameters relevant
to our experiment (U, S, kv, qe, kc, h, T0, Tsat), the model
leads to coherent values and tendencies consistent
with observations (see Table I) for a specified cross section
! ¼ 1/30 000. This value given by the model certainly indicates that the observed light results from a very large number
of micro arcs, whose global area is approximately 4 orders
of magnitude smaller than the base area.
The maximal temperature in vapor layer and the evaporation rate dependence on the plate thickness are extremely
weak and could not justify that levitation is observed only
TABLE I. Comparison model/experiments for the drop of Fig. 2: S ¼ 4.3 mm2
on a stainless plate (h ¼ 100 lm). The free parameter ! ¼ 1/30 000.
Quantity
m_ v
e
Tc

Experiment
"7

3 & 10 kg/s
$50 lm
100–150 ! C

Model prediction
4.7 & 10"7 kg/s
130 lm
122 ! C
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FIG. 5. Cathode temperature Tc as a function of the cathode thickness. Inset:
predicted vertical temperature profile in the plasma region for h ¼ 100 lm
(dashed blue) and h ¼ 1 mm (continuous red) thickness plates. In this latter
case, the predicted cathode temperature is 30 ! C, so that no levitation can be
observed in this case. Calculations are made for ! ¼ 1/30 000, the vapor layer
thickness is found to be $130 lm in both cases.
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As we have shown, the drop levitates on a plasma composed of sparks arcing at the base of the drop acting as a hot
source producing evaporation, and in turn ionizes the produced gases (essentially steam). A model has been presented
and account for the observed vanishing rates, gap thickness,
temperatures, and conditions for plasma levitation.
It is noteworthy that unlike the Leidenfrost levitation
where drops can move freely on the hot substrate, the plasma
levitation requires a voltage difference between the liquid
and the plate so that for most practical situations, the drop is
attached to an electrode. However, capillary forces around
this electrode are vanishingly small for very thin wires so
that its mechanical effect on levitation can becomes negligible, and a usual free levitation process can be recovered.
1

for thin plates. Nonetheless, the cathode temperature
decreases strongly with the plate thickness (see Fig. 5) and
falls under 100 ! C for h > 130 lm. We believe that a hot
cathode (i.e., Tc > Tsat) is a necessary condition for levitation
to be maintained, otherwise the hot vapor will condense on
the plate, electric contact will be recovered by the liquid
bridge so that streamers and vapor production will cease,
hindering levitation.
The low tension ($60 V) required for levitation is far
below the minimum voltage ($320 V) given by Paschen law
for the discharge breakdown between two electrodes.13 Here,
the interesting point is that the anode is a liquid electrode
likely to deform and destabilize. Liquid fingers may form
and by Peek effect lower the minimum voltage for arcing.
This scenario would also be compatible with the observation
that levitation is observed and possible only for cathode temperature larger than the liquid saturation one (here about
100! ), otherwise contact with the plate would cool the liquid
and hence inhibit vaporisation and hinder levitation.
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